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1. INTRODUCTION 
The first part of this article considers the boundary value problem: 
Au + u[a + fI(U, u, w)] = 0, 
Au + u[b + f2(u, v, w)] = 0 in 9, (1.1) 
Aw + w[c + f&, v, w)] = 0, 
u = g,, u=g*, w = g3 on 6g, 
where A = Cy= 1 (a’/ax,‘), a, b, c are constants,fi(U, u, w) for i = 1, 2, 3, have 
uniformly Holder continuous partial derivatives up to second order in 
compact sets of I?+ x Et x Et. (Et denotes [0, co).) We assume a is a 
bounded domain in R “, n > 2. H * ” ( G), 0 < 1 < 1, denotes the Banach space 
of all real-valued functions u continuous in a with all first and second 
derivatives also continuous in g, and with finite value for the norm ]u]g 
(described in [ 12, p. 1591). 6g denotes the boundary of g, and we assume 
that 6G E H*+’ (see [12]). The functions gi, i= 1, 2, 3, defined on &8 are 
assumed to have extensions fi E H’+‘(G), and g,(x) > 0, f0 for x E 69. 
We will assume conditions on the signs of the first partial derivatives off, 
so that (1.1) studies spatial equilibrium (or steady state) for three interacting 
prey-predator species. The constants a, b, and c describe the intrinsic growth 
or death rates for U, U, and w, respectively. The following self-crowding 
effects are always assumed: 
2 < 0, g< 0, g<o on R+ xR+ XR+; (1.2) 
lim f,(u, 0, w) = -co, lim f2(u, 21, w) = -co, lim f3(u, 21, w) = -co. 
u-+a, t>++a, !4-+a; 
(1.3) 
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In (1.3), the limits are uniform when the independent variables not tending to 
+c.o are to remain in compact sets. 
In Sections 3-6, we will classify the interactions into four cases: (I) food 
chain, (II) two predators with one prey, (III) one predator with two preys, 
and (IV) mutualist loop. The situation when all three species compete 
against each other is not strictly prey-predator interaction and will not be 
considered here. In the four cases, monotone sequences of functions are 
constructed which converge to u*, u*, u*, u+., w*, w* so that all positive 
solutions of (1.1) in G will satisfy U* < u <u*, U* < u < u*, w* < w < w*. 
The functions in these monotone sequences satisfy scalar equations 
constructed according to different elaborate schemes depending on the 
different cases considered. The schemes become complicated because the 
partial derivatives off, do not all have the same signs. The scheme should 
also contribute to numerical (see, e.g., [6] for the two-species case) as well 
as analytical investigations of our problem. 
In [ 71, the case of two interacting species of prey-predator type is studied 
along the approach described in the preceding paragraph. However, in [7] 
(and [6]) the interactions are restricted to the Volterra-Lotka type and the 
boundary conditions are identically homogeneous. With the boundary 
conditions in this paper, many restrictions on the intrinsic and interaction 
rates in [ 71 can be removed, and hence this enables the present study to be 
more widely applicable. Furthermore, the situation in case IV describes a 
relationship which does not have analogy in two species prey-predator 
interactions. Recent interest in the study of many species interactions can be 
seen in, for example, [S, 9, 10, 121. 
In Section 7, applications of the scheme in Section 4 are given to find 
sufficient conditions for a unique positive solution of (1.1) and to obtain 
stability results for the related parabolic problem. The schemes in the other 
sections can certainly be applied in similar ways, but will not be presented 
here in detail. 
Remark. We recall that we will always assume (1.2) and (1.3) in the 
entire paper, even though not explicitly mentioned in each occasion. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The three lemmas in this section will be of fundamental importance for 
this paper. They will be used repeatedly in the following sections. Lemma 2.1 
concerns uniqueness, Lemma 2.2 concerns positivity in the interior, and 
Lemma 2.3 concerns a comparison criterion. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let h(x, z) be a real function defined for (x, z) in 
G x [0, a~) with H6lder continuous first partial derivatives in compact sets 
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of g x [0, co). Suppose that ah/az < 0 at each point in B x (0, CD) and 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that h(x, z) < 0 for all x E a?, z > C. Let 
z. E H’+‘(G), i = 1, 2 he solutions of I 
AZ + zh(x, z) = 0, XEW, (2-l) 
with the property zi(x) > 0 for each x E G9, i = 1, 2, and zl(x) = zZ(x) for 
x E 65. Then zl(x) = z2(x) for all x E a. 
Proof. Choose a number k > 0 such that 
; [zh(x, z)] + k > 0 (2.2) 
for all (x, z) E a x (0, Cl. Define a transformation T by 
v = Tu if Au - kv = -uh(x, u) - ku in g?, 
v = z1 on 6@. We may assume without loss of generality that C > zi(x) for 
all x E LP:, i= 1,2. Now let uO(x) = C for x E &, and define 
ui(x) = (Tu,_,)(x), i = 1, 2 ,... . The sequence of functions ui will satisfy 
u,>u,>u2... > z, for x E G and lim,,,, ui(x) E f(x) will be in HZ “(@) 
satisfying (2.1) in LZ@ and z^= z, on 8Q (see, for example, [ 11, and note that 
u,, is an upper solution). To see uj > zi for j= 1, 2 ,..., i = 1, 2, we first 
observe that 
A(u, - Zi) - k(a, - Zi) = -[U, h(x, ~0) - zih(x, Zi) + k(u, - Zi) 1 ~ 0. (2.3) 
The last inequality is true because of (2.2) and C = u0 > zi > 0 in G. For 
xE&‘, we u,-~~-0. By maximum principle, u,-zi>O for xE~. 
Similarly, if we replace the role of U, , U, in (2.3) respectively by uj, ujm,, we 
can prove by induction that uj - zi > 0 for all j = 1, 2,..., i = 1, 2. Conse- 
quently the solution z^ satisfies z^ 2 zi for all x E G. 
Substituting i into (2.1) and multiplying by zir we obtain 
zi AZ” + z$h(x, 2) = 0, XEQ. 
Interchanging the role of i and zjr we obtain 
z^ Azi + ?zi h(x, zi) = 0, XEQ. 
Subtracting and using Green’s identity, we have 
i 
a2 3Z. 
z.---.$ido= 
SP ‘@ arl 
fzi[h(x, zi) - h(x, f)] dx. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
From the left side of the equation, we deduce that the expression in (2.6) is 
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<O since zi = z” on 8% and ,I? - zi > 0 in G?. However h(x, zi) - h(x, f) > 0, 
we conclude from the right side that the expression in (2.6) is 20, and conse- 
quently =O. But i> zi > 0 in 5?‘, we must have h(x, zi) - h(x, .?) = 0 in 5’. 
This implies that zi = i in g. The arguments in this paragraph are valid for 
each i = !. 2, hence z, = z? for x E G: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p(x, z) be a real function dej%ed ,for (x, z) in 
? x 10. a~) which is Holder continuous in compact sets of Ii x [O, co). Let 
5 E H” ‘(‘2). 5> 0 in ‘2, be a solution of 
AZ + zp(x, z) = 0, XE ‘1, 
z = g, XECW, 
where g > 0, f0 on 60. Then z’(x) > 0 for all x E 9. (Here, we assume that 
g has an extension g E H*+‘(G).) 
ProoJ Let r be a positive number satisfying r > max(jp(x, 0)i: x E ?}. 
Choose k, 0 < k < 1 such that ]p(x, z) - p(x, O)l - p(x, O)l < r for all z 
satisfying O<z < k max( g(x): xE 82) and xE 5. For such (x,z) we 
clearly have lp(x, z)l < 2r. Let zl be a solution of AU - 2ru = 0 in ‘9, u = kg 
on 6’1. It is well known that U(X) > 0 for all x E Y; and the maximum prin- 
ciple implies that 0 < U(X) < k max( g(x): x E 69’) for all x E 2’. For each 
constant 8, 0 < 0 < 1, we have A(r3v) + (&)p(x, 19u) = Bo(2r + p(x, Bv)] > 0 
for all .Y E ‘/‘, and Hz* = f?kg < g for x E 6V. By Serrin’s sweeping principle, 
we conclude for ?> lc for all x E g. Since L’ > 0 in V, we have z’(x) > 0 for 
,y E ‘l _ . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let hi(x, z), i= 1, 2 be functions defined in g X 10, co) 
satisfying all the assumptions concerning h(x, z) in Lemma 2.1. Further. 
suppose h,(x. z) > hz(x, z) for all (x. z) E g x 10. co). For each i = 1, 2, let 
z, E H’+‘(p), zi(x) > 0 for each x E %, satisfies 
AZ, + zihi(.u. zi) = 0, .Y E ‘i. 
zi = g, x E &v. 
where g > 0, f0 on or/ and has extension g E HZ “(2). Then z,(x) > zz(x) 
*for all x E 9’. 
ProoJ: Substituting z, into the second equation for z2, we obtain AZ, + 
z, hz(x. z,) = -z, h,(x, z,) + z, h2(x, z,) < 0 for x E 9’. Consequently, z, and 
0 are respectively upper and lower solutions for the problem: 
AZ + zh,(x, z) = 0 in ‘I’, z = g on 62. Therefore, there exists a solution 
z = z for this problem, with 0 < Z< zI in g. By Lemma 2.2, with p(x, z) and 
Z respectively replaced with h,(x, z) and 5, we conclude that T(x) > 0 for all 
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x E y. The functions z = Z and z2 are both solutions of AZ + zh,(x, z) = 0 in 
9’, both > 0 in 2, and I= z2 on 6D. By Lemma 2.1, we assert that r= z2 in 
G/; and hence O<z,=r<z, in w. 
3. CASE I: FOOD CHAIN 
A species X is said to eat species Y if: (i) Y enhances the growth of X, and 
X inhibits or has no effect on the growth of Y1 or (ii) Y has no effect on the 
growth of X, and X inhibits the growth of Y. In this section, we consider 
three species A, B, C (with corresponding concentrations U, v, w), where (i) 
C eats B, (ii) B eats A, and (iii) C eats A or has no direct relation with A. 
This food chain condition can be mathematically summarized as 
v-1 
z< 0, 
ai, 
j--p (3.1) 
3.0: 
pLc. ’ (3.2) 
(3.3) 
af, af2 - 
at! 
and - cannot be both identically zero; 
au (3.4) 
8f2 df3 
-z au 
and - cannot be both identically zero. (3.5) 
Relations (3.1) to (3.5) are all considered in the region R+ X Ri X R+. 
Note that we may have both af,//aw and 8f3/du being identically 0, 
corresponding to the situation when there is no direct relation between C and 
A. Case II in Section 4 includes the case when (3.4) is violated; and case III 
in Section 5 includes the case when (3.5) is violated. When both (3.4) and 
(3.5) are violated, it will be a two species interaction. 
We now construct monotone sequences of functions closing in to 
solution(s) of our nontrivial, non-negative Dirichlet boundary value problem 
(1.1). First, let U, E H*+‘(g) be the unique strictly positive function in @:, 
satisfying 
Au,+u,[a+f,(u,,O,O)]=Oin~, 24, = g, on 6W. (3.6) 
(Note that 0 and a large positive constant are respectively lower and upper 
solutions for this problem. Hence Lemma 2.2 implies the existence of a 
solution which is positive in 2, and then Lemma 2.1 implies u1 is uniquely 
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defined.) Similarly, let u1 and w, be functions in Hz “(@), zlI > 0, w1 > 0 in 
B respectively statisfying: 
Au, + v,[b +f2(u,, v,, 0)J = 0 in Q, vl = g, on &4; (3-T 
dw,+w,[c+f,(u,,v,,w,)]=0 ing, w, = g, on M. (3.8) 
The existence and uniqueness of such functions follow again from the 
method of upper, lower solutions and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1. 
We now define uir vi, wi, i = 2, 3 ,..., to be strictly positive functions in 9, 
inductively as follows: 
dUi + Ui[a +fl(Ui, Vi-l, Wi_,)] =O in @5 ui = g, on 6Q; (3.9) 
dvi + vi[b +f2(ui, vi, wip,)j = 0 in g, ui = g, on 6&J; (3.10) 
dwi + wi[c +f3(ui, vi, wi)l = 0 in 3, wi = g, on 69. (3.11) 
The existence and uniqueness of such function in H*+‘(a) follow from 
exactly the same reasons as that for ul, v, , and w, . 
LEMMA 3.1. For each i = 2, 3,..., thefollowingaretrue:ui~~u,,vi~v,, 
wi < w, for all x E G. 
Proof Consider Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9). We note the inequalityf,(z, 0,O) > 
fiCz, vi-L(x)2 wi-l(x)) f or x E G, z E [0, co), for i > 2, because of conditions 
(3.1) and the positivity of vi-, , wiPl in G’. Applying Lemma 2.3, we 
conclude that U, > ui in a, for i > 2. Next, consider Eqs. (3.7) and (3.10). 
Note the inequality f2(u1(x), z, 0) >fi(ui(x), z, wi- ,(x)) for x E g, 
z E [0, co), i > 2, because of conditions (3.2), wiP, > 0 and U, > ui in k. 
Applying Lemma 2.3, we conclude that v, > vi in a, for i > 2. Finally, 
consider Eqs. (3.8) and (3.11). Note the inequality f3(u,(x), v,(x), z) > 
f3(ui(x), vi(x), z) for x E 5, z E [0, co), i > 2, because of conditions (3.3), 
u1 > ui, vr > vi in a. Applying Lemma 2.3 again, we conclude w1 > wi in k, 
for i > 2. 
We next deduce some more refined order relationships among the 
sequences ui, ui and wi, i = 1, 2 ,... . 
LEMMA 3.2. For each nonnegative integer n, the following are true: 
for all x E G 
UZnt2~~2n+4~UZnt3~~2ntl, (3.12i) 
V 2ni2 ~v2n+4~v2n+3~V2n+L~ (3.12ii) 
W 2nt2~W2nt4~W2n+3~W2n+l~ (3.12iii) 
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Proof. We first consider the case when )2 = 0. Observe the inequality 
f,(z, v,(x), w,(x)) <f,(z, v,(x), w,(x)> for x E-g, z E [O, 00) because of 
conditions (3.1) and zi, > v,, w, > w2 in G as proved in Lemma 3.1. 
Applying Lemma 2.3 to Eqs. (3.9) for i = 2 and 3, we conclude that u2 < uj 
in @. Next, observe that f2(u2(x), z, wl(x)) <f,(u,(x), z, w?(x)) for x E a, 
z E [0, co) because of conditions (3.2) and u2 < u3, w2 < w1 in G as proved 
above. Applying Lemma 2.3 to Eqs. (3. IO) for i = 2 and 3, we conclude that 
v2 < v3 in a. Then using the inequalities just proved and (3.3) we check 
similarly that &(u,(x), v,(x), z) <f,(u,(x), v,(x),z) for x E @“, z E [0, co); 
and applying Lemma 2.3 we obtain w2 < wj in CS. 
We will continue to use (3.1)-(3.3) and Lemma 2.3 repeatedly as above. 
u3 < u, a_“d w3 < w1 in ~2 imply that fl(z, v,(x& w,(x)> <f,(zl u3(x>, w3(x)_) 
for x E G:, z E [0, co). This leads to u2 < u4 in G. v2 < v3 and w2 ,< w, in 2 
(established in the above paragraph) imply that f,(z, v3(x), w,<x)) < 
fi(z, v,(x), w*(x)) for x E 9, z E [0, co). This leads to a, < uj in G. We 
have now proved (3.12i) for n = 0. Using the same techniques, we prove the 
following in order: v2 < v,, vq < v3, w2 < w4, w, < w3. This establishes 
(3.12ii) and (3.12iii) for n = 0. 
Assume that the lemma is true for n = j, we then keep applying 
Lemma 2.3 to establishing the following inequalities in order: 
u2j+4 G U2j+6G u2j+S, v*j+4 G '2j+6 G v2j+S, w*.j+4 G w2j+6 G w2,j+5. 
This proves that (3.12i-iii) are true for n = j + 1, and thus the lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 clearly implies that 0 < u2 < u4 < u, a.. < u5 < u3 < u,, 
o<v,<v,<v,‘** ~v5~v3~v, and 0~w,~w,~w,~~~~w,~w,,<w, 
for all xEC?. Define u*=lim,,,u,,+,, u*=limn,,u,,, v*= 
lim n+m v2n+l, v* = lim,,, v2n, w* = lim,,, wZntl, w* = lim,,, wZn. We 
have the following comparison theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Any solution (u, v, w) of the boundary value problem 
(1.1) with u, v, w  in HZ+‘(@), >O, f0 in a must satisfy: 
u* < u < u*, v* < v < v*, w*,<w,<w* (3.13) 
for all x E G. (Here, we assume (3.1) to (3.5).) 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.2, we have u, v, w > 0 in @. By Lemma 2.3, we 
observe that u < u, in 8. Using this and Lemma 2.3 again, we have v < v, in 
a‘, and similarly w < w1 in G. In the same way, we deduce in order that 
u2 < u, v2 ,< v, w:, < w. Repeated applications of Lemma 2.3 will prove by 
induction that u~,,+~<u<u~,,+~, v~,,+~<~<~~~+,, w~,,+~<w<w~,,+~, 
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x E G. At each step of the induction, we prove all the inequalities on the 
right side first, and then those on the left, in order U, u, and w. 
Some applications of the monotonic sequences to uniqueness and stability 
will be illustrated in Section 7. If U* = u*, U* = u*, and w* = w*, we clearly 
have uniqueness of solution with properties described in Theorem 3.1. 
4. CASE 11: Two PREDATORS WITH ONE PREY 
A species X is said to compete with species Y if: (i) X inhibits the growth 
of Y, and Y inhibits or has no effect on the growth of X, or (ii) X has no 
effect on the growth of Y, and Y inhibits the growth of X. In this section, we 
consider three species A, B, and C (with corresponding concentrations U, U, 
and w) where (i) B eats A and/or C eats A (with at least one relation true) 
and (ii) B competes or has no direct relation with C. (If in (ii), B has no 
direct relation with C. we assume that both relations in (i) hold, otherwise 
there are only two interacting species.) If the competition relation between B 
and C is changed to that of prey-predator, then the situation becomes food 
chain, as considered in Section 3. 
The situation can be mathematically summarized as 
(4.3) 
If condition (a) af,/lav and af/lau are both identically zero, 
holds, then condition (b) af,//a w and af3/lau are identically zero, 
cannot hold. Also, if (b) holds, then (a) cannot hold. (4.4) 
If both i?fJaw and &/lav are identically zero, then both (a) and 
(b) cannot hold (4.5) 
Relations (4.1 t(4.5) are all considered in the region Rt x Ri x Et. 
We now construct monotone sequences of functions closing in to 
solution(s) of our nontrivial, non-negative Dirichlet boundary value problem. 
Our sequences ui, vi, wi, i = 1, 2 ,..., will be defined in a different way in this 
section. Let U, E H”‘(B) be the unique strictly positive function in B, 
satisfying 
du,+u,[a+f,(u,,O,0)1=0 in &?, 24, = g, on &J. (4.6) 
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Similarly, let v, and w, be functions in H’+‘(G), v, > 0. w, > 0, in 2 
respectively satisfying 
dv, +v,[b+f,(u,,v,,O)]=O in 58, v, = g, on 6C/‘; (4.7) 
dw, + w,[c+f3(u,.0, w,)] =0 in 2, w, = g, on 6V. (4.8) 
Define ujr vi, wi, i = 2, 3 ,..., to be strictly positive functions in Pi, induc- 
tively as follows: 
dui+ui[a+f,(ui,vi~,,wi~,)]=O in ‘i, ui= g, on X8; (4.9) 
dVi + Vj[b +fz(Uj, Vi, Wip,)] = 0 in C!, vi = g, on 6V; (4.10) 
dWi+wj[C+~~(Ui,Vi-,,Wi)I=O in?/, wi= g, on 6r/. (4.11) 
The existence and uniqueness of such functions follow from the method of 
upper, lower solutions and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1 as in the previous section 
(contrast the Eqs. (4.11) and (3.11)). Analogous to Lemma 3.2, we have the 
following relation. 
LEMMA 4.1. For each nonnegative integer n, the following are true: 
for all x E 65. 
24 2nt2~UZn+4~U2n+3~-2nt,, (4.12i) 
v 2nt2~V2nt4~~2nt3~~2lltI~ (4.12ii) 
W 2n+2 G W2n+4 < w2n+3 < w2,,+l~ (4.12iii) 
Proof Using the monotone properties (4.1)-(4.3) of fk and Lemma 2.3, 
we first prove ui < u,, vi < v,, wi < w, for all i = 2, 3 ,..., x E a. Then, using 
the same method, we prove the following in order: u2 < u3, u2 < v3. w2 < wj, 
u2<“4<u3, v2<v4<v3, and w2 < w, < wj for x E 2. This proves the 
lemma for n = 0. Assume that the lemma is true for n = j, we then keep 
applying (4.1)-(4.3) and Lemma 2.3 to prove in order: 
U2jt4 G u2j+5 G u2jt3, v2j+4 G v2j+S G v2j+33 w2j+4 < w2j+.! < w2,i+j, 
'2j+4 < u2j+6 ,< U2jfSI '2jt4 < '2jt6 < '2jtS2 w2.j+4< W2,j+h < w2j+S. 
This proves (4.12i)-(4.12iii) for n = j + 1, and thus the lemma. 
Lemma 4.1 clearly implies that 0 < u2 < u4 < us .a. < u5 < u3 < u, and 
similar inequalities among vi and wi, i = 1, 2,... . Define u* = lim,,, u,, + 1, 
u* = lim,,, uZn, v* = lim,,, v2n+,, v* = lim,,, v2n, w* = lim,,, Wan+,, 
w* = lim,,, Wan. We have the following comparison theorem as in 
Section 3. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Any solution (u, v, w) of the boundary value problem 
(1.1) with u, v, w  in H”‘(G), 20, $0 in G must satisfy: 
u* < u < u*, v*<v~vv*, w*<w<w*. (4.13) 
for all x E 8. (Here, of course, we assume conditions (4.1t(4.5) rather than 
(3.1t(3.5) as in Theorem 3.1.) The proof of this theorem is the same as that 
for Theorem 3.1, verbatim. 
5. CASE III: ONE PREDATOR WITH Two PREY 
In this section, we consider three species A, B, and C (with corresponding 
concentrations u, v, and w), where 
(i) A competes or has no direct relation with B, 
(ii) C eats A and/or C eats B (with at least one relation hold). 
(If in (i) A has no direction relation with B, we assume that both relations in 
(ii) hold, otherwise there are only two interacting species.) If the competition 
relation between A and B is changed to that of prey-predator, then the 
situation becomes food chain, as considered in Section 3. 
The situation can be mathematically summarized as 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
If condition (a) 3fl/law and $“j/lau are both identically zero, 
holds, then condition (b) 8f2,1a w and 3f3/lav are both identically 
zero cannot hold. Also, if (b) holds, then (a) cannot hold. (5.4) 
If both 8fl/lav and &/lau are identically zero, then both (a) and 
(b) cannot hold. (5.5) 
Relations (5.1~(5.5) are all considered in the region R+ x R+ x R’. 
We now construct our corresponding monotone sequences for this section. 
Let u,, v,EH 2”(G) be the unique strictly positive functions in a, 
satisfying 
du,+u,[a+f,(u,,O,0)]=Oin~, u, = g, on &@; (5.6) 
d~,+v,[b+f~(O,v,,O)]=Oin~, v, = g, on M. (5.7) 
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Let w, E Z?+‘(a), w, > 0 in GP be the function satisfying 
dw, + w,[c +f3(u1, vl, w,)] = 0 in @, w, = g, on km. (5.8) 
Define ui, vi, Wi, i = 2, 3 ,..., to be strictly positive functions in GS, induc- 
tively as follows: 
dUi + Z4il” +fl(Ui, Vi-l, Wi-l)] =O in g”, ui = g, on 62; (5.9) 
dvi + vi[b +fz(ui-, , vi, wipl)] = 0 in Q, vi = g, on 89; (5.10) 
dwi + wi[c +fj(ui, vi, wi)] = 0 in G?“, wi = g, on 68. (5.11) 
The existence and uniqueness of such functions follow from the method of 
upper, lower solutions and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1 as in earlier sections 
(contrast equations (5. lo), (5.11) with (4. IO), (4.11) for the definitions of vi, 
wi>. 
Remark 5.1. For the functions ui, zli, wi, i= 1, 2 ,..., in this section, the 
statement of Lemma 4.1 is true verbatim. The proof is exactly the same, with 
the role of (4.1~(4.3) replaced by (5.1)-(5.3). 
We thus have the same order relations among ui, i = 1, 2,..., as in the 
earlier sections, and similarly among vi and wi. Define u*, u *, u*, u *, w* , 
w* by means of exactly the same formulas as before. We have the following 
comparison relations. 
Remark 5.2. Assume conditions (5.1b(5.5), and the subsequent 
definitions of u.+ , u *, v* , v*, w.+, w* in this section; the statements of 
Theorem 3.1 or 4.1 are true. The proof is exactly the same as that for 
Theorem 3.1 verbatim. 
6. CASE IV: MUTUALISTIC LOOP 
In this section, we consider three species A, B, and C (with corresponding 
concentrations U, u, and w) where (i) A eats C, (ii) C eats B, and (iii) B eats 
A. We will need more restrictive conditions to obtain monotonic sequences 
which converge as in the previous sections. In order to simplify these 
conditions, we will only consider Volterra-Lotka type of interactions. The 
Dirichlet problem we consider in this section is the following: 
du+u[a+1,,u+IE,,v+~,,w]=0 in a, u = g, on @I (6.1) 
dv+v[b+~,,u+II,,v+~,,w]=Oin~, u = g, on 6g (6.2) 
dw + w[c + A,, u + I,,v + A,, w] = 0 in QS, w = g, on 6g (6.3) 
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where a, b, c, A,, 1 < i, j< 3, are constants, with 1,, , A,,, and II,, being 
negative, A,, < 0, A,, > 0, A?, > 0, AZ3 < 0, A,, < 0, A32 > 0. We assume that 
for each pair (i, j), 1, and Aji cannot be both 0, so that there is indeed 
interaction between the corresponding pair of species. (Otherwise, the 
situation reduces to that of food chain or less than three species interaction.) 
The functions g, , g2, and g, satisfy conditions as described in Section 1. We 
assume the following conditions which will ensure the sequences we 
construct will be monotonic: 
These conditions in [H] will be assumed in this entire section. We now 
construct our corresponding monotone sequences as in the earlier sections. 
First, choose R to be a sufficiently large positive constant so that 
(6.5) 
are all satisfied. Let U, E H*+‘(G) be the unique strictly positive function in 
‘I’ satisfying 
du,+u,[a+~,,u,+~,,R]=O in 2, 24, = g, on 62. (6.8) 
Similarly, let u, and w, be functions in H*“(G), u, > 0, w, > 0 in Ck’ 
respectively satisfying 
LIZI, + u,[b + AZ, u, + A22~,] = 0 in ti?, v, = g, on 69, (6.9) 
dw,+ w,[c+~,,v,+~,,w,]=0 on -@, w, = g, on 6@. (6.10) 
Note that 0 Q U,(X) < a for all x E a because the constant functions 0 and a 
are respectively lower and upper solutions for (6.8) and Lemma 2.1 applies. 
Similarly 0 <v,(x) </I and 0 < w,(x)< y for all x E G. Note that the 
constant function y is an upper solution for w, in (6.10), and using (6.6), 
(6.5), and (6.4), we obtain 
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Using (6.7), we conclude that w,(x) < 0 for all x E &. For convenience, we 
denote w,,(x) = 0 for x E g. 
Define ui, ui, wi, i = 2, 3 ,..., to be strictly positive functions in Q, induc- 
tively as follows: 
Au,+ ui[a +Al,ui+~,,vi_, +l,3wi-2] =0 in @‘, ui= g, on 62; (6.11) 
dvi+ui[b+~,,ui+~,,vi+;l,,wi_,]=Oin~, z~~=g,on&S; (6.12) 
dwi + wi[c+II,,uiel +A,,vi+I,,wi] =0 in G?“, wi= g, on 6g. (6.13) 
The existence and uniqueness of such functions follow from the same reasons 
as in earlier sections. Analogous to Lemma 4.1, we have the following 
relation. 
LEMMA 6.1. For each non-negative integer n, the following are true: 
24 Zn+2~<2nt4~U2nt3~U2n+l, (6.14i) 
I? 2n+2~V2nt4~VZnt3~V2,,+1, (6.14ii) 
W 2ntZ~WZnt4~W2nt,~WZn+1, (6.14iii) 
for all x E 3. 
Proof. Comparing (6.8) with (6.11) with i= 2, we obtain u2 < u, by 
Lemma 2.3. Similarly we show that v2 < v,, w2 < wl. Then we establish in 
order u2<u,<u, (using the fact that O< w1 <Q), v2<v3 < v,, 
W2<W3<Wl, u,<u,<u,, v2 ,< v4 < vj and w2 < w4 < w, for x E a. This 
proves the lemma for n = 0. We then prove inequalities (6.14i)-(6.14iii) by 
induction on n in exactly the same procedure as in the final part of the proof 
of Lemma 4.1. 
We thus have the same order relations among ui, i = 1, 2,..., and among ui 
and wi as in the earlier sections. Moreover w, < Q in G. Define u*, u*, v*, 
V* 2 w*, w* by means of exactly the same formulas as before. We have the 
following comparison result. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (u, v, w) be a solution of the boundary value problem 
(6.1)-(6.3) with u, u, and w in H2+‘(g), >O, $0 in G. Let R be a constant 
satisfying w(x) < R for all x E @, and inequalities (6.4)-(6.7). Let ui, vi, wi, 
i = 1, 2,..., be defined by means of (6.8)-(6.13). (Note the definition of u, 
depends on the choice of l2 in (6.8).) Then 
u*<u<u*, v*(,v<vu*, w,<w<w* (6.15) 
for all x E &. 
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ProoJ By Lemma 2.2, we have u, 0, w > 0 in g. Comparing Eqs. (6.1) 
and (6.8), the fact that w < R and Lemma 2.3 imply that u < u, in a. By 
repeated applications of Lemma 2.3, we in turn deduce that v < v,, w < w, , 
u2 < u, v2 < v, and w2 < w. Again, by repeated applications of Lemma 2.3, 
one can prove by induction that 
At each step, we prove all the inequalities on the right side first, and then 
those on the left, in the order u, v, and w. This proves (6.15). 
Remark 6.1. Let 0 be any positive constant satisfying inequalities 
(6.4t(6.7) and then ui, vi, and w1 be defined according to (6.8~(6.10). We 
have seen earlier that (6.4)-(6.7) will imply that wi(x) < Q for x E G. We 
can readily check that u = u, is an upper solution of (6.1) for each 
o<v<v,, o<w<w,; V’V, is an upper solution of (6.2) for each 
o<u<u,, o<w<w,; and w = w, is an upper solution of (6.3) for 
O<u<u,, O<v<v,. On the other hand, u=O, v=O, and w=O are 
respectively lower solutions for (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3). Consequently (see, 
e.g., [ 111) there exists a solution (u, v, w) for boundary value problem 
(6.1)-(6.3) with u, U, w in Hz”(~), 0 < u < u,, 0 < v < vi, 0 < w < w, < Q. 
If we now subsequently define ui, vi, wi, i = 2, 3 ,..., and u*, u*, v*, v*, w*, 
w*, then Theorem 6.1 implies that our solution here satisfies u* < u < u*, 
v*<v<v*, w*<w<w* for allxEG. 
7. APPLICATIONS TO UNIQUENESS AND STABILITY 
In this section we illustrate how one can use the monotonic sequences 
constructed in the earlier sections to obtain results concerning uniqueness 
and stability. We will consider a few restricted applications, rather than 
exhausting all the consequences which are too lengthy for this paper. More 
results by means of the techniques given in this section can certainly be 
deduced if one encounters such problem in application. 
We consider the boundary value problem 
du+u[a+~,,u+~,,v+A,,w]=Oin8, u=g,>Oon&Z, (7.1) 
dv+v[b+~,,u+&,v+I,,w]=Oin~, v=g,>Oon@, (7.2) 
dw+ w[c+;1,,24+~,,v+~,,w]=0 in Q, w=g,>Oon&, (7.3) 
where a, b, c, A,, 1 < i, j < 3, are constants with Ai,, Az2, and A,, being 
negative, II,, < 0, Ai3 < 0, A,, > 0, 1,, < 0, A,, > 0, & < 0, g,, g,, g, are all 
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strictly positive on 6GJ and satisfy conditions as decribed in Section 1. This 
is a special case of case II describing two predators with one prey. (Here 
fi(Uy O, l+) = Ai, Id + li* U + Aij w> i = 1, 2, 3.) We will deduce sufficient 
conditions for the parameters A, so that our boundary value problem has a 
unique positive solution. 
Let 0, p, fiE H*+!(G) be strictly positive functions in a, satisfying 
AC?+iT[a+~,,ir]=OinG, O=gl on &?, (7.4) 
AP+ p[b+RF+A,,P]=Oing, P= g, on &J, (7.5) 
A&+ bf’[c+RF+~,,~]=O in a”, IQ; g, on &S?, (7.6) 
where R is an arbitrarily chosen fixed positive constant and F = 
max{a ]Aii]-l, sup XE6a gi(x)}. The existence of such functions positive in @ 
follows from Lemma 2.2. Similarly, let 0, p, R’E H’+‘(G) be strictly 
positive functions in G, satisfying 
Aof o[a+i,,O--M&Ml@‘]=0 in G??, O= g, on c%, (7.7) 
Ag+ r[b+&,P--Kl@]=O in G?, r= g, on 6@, (7.8) 
A@+ @‘[c+,I~~@-K~]=O in G?, W= g, on 6g, (7.9) 
where M and K are arbitrarily chosen fixed positive constants. Since all 
functions defined from (7.4)-(7.9) are positive in a, there exists a positive 
constant Q so that 
for all x E G. Moreover, applying Lemma 2.3, we have 
for all x E G. Now, we impose further restrictions to (7.lt(7.3): 
Define uir vi, wi, i = 1, 2 ,..., by means of (4.6)-(4.11). We can readily 
deduce by means of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 and (7.12) that u, = 0, ir < F, 
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u, < I? w1 < @, o<uu,, P<v,, @< wz. By Lemma4.1 we have the 
following inequalities for x E G: 
o< o<u,<u,< . ..<u.<u,<o 
o< P~v,~v,~...,<v,~v,~~, (7.13) 
o< ~~w2~M’~~...~ws~w1~cii. 
We will prove the following sufficient condition for uniqueness. 
THEOREM 7.1. For the boundary value problem (7.1~(7.3), suppose that 
(7.12) is satisfied and 
Then’ there exists at most one solution (u, v, w) for (7.1 j(7.3) with the 
properties that u, v. w in H”‘(o). >O in 9’. (Recall that Q depends on the 
arbitrarily chosen positive constants M, R and K; and observe that Q does 
not depend on Ai,!, i # j.) 
ProoJ For i > 1, we have 
= J U,j+2U2i+ll-(a+~,,“?i+l +~12v2i+~13u'?i~ ! /  
+(a+~,,u2i+2+~,2°2i+,+A,3M’2i+l)ldx 
We therefore have the inequality 
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Similarly, starting from the inequalities 
o>j- 
S2 
(w2i+2*-w 
we deduce respectively that for i > 1 
v2it I v*i+2(v2i+l - v2i+2 1 dx 
<[ v2ii IV2/+2ll2,(~2i+l -u2i+2)-J23(~‘2it 1 -w2i>l dx, (7.16) 
“Y 
-A,, ?, w2/+ 1 w2i+z(wzi+ I- W2i + 2) dx 
Combining (7.16) and (7.17), and using (7.10) and (7.13), we obtain 
+ IA231 Q2u’2i+1 W2i(Wxi+ 1 - W2i) dx 
+ 1’32 I Q'vzi+ 1 V2i(V2i+ 1- V2i) dx. 
Using (7.15) to estimate the integrals involving uzi+, ~2~~ 2(u2i4 , - uzi+ J on 
the right-hand side above, we obtain 
/ u2i+lv2i+2(v2i+l-~2i+2> +~2i+1~2i+2(w?i~l --Wzid 2)dX -’ 5 
X’ J V2i+ 1 v2i(v2i+ 1 - ~2i) dx i/’ 
+ Il~2,13,LlQ2+ O~2,~,‘l+l~,,~,‘l)Q4 IW,,‘ll 
X 
i W2it 1 wzi(wzi+ 1 - w2i> dx 
(7.18) 
% 
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Next, we start from the three inequalities 
091 au*i au2i+1 du av2i av2it 1 u2i+l ar --u2i- ) 622 av 
091 --v2i- V2i+l ar do 
s9 all 
aw2i aw2i+ 1 
o<\ --w2i- da 
.sa wZi+l ar ar 
to deduce respectively that for i > 1 
-A=!z. v2iV2i+ lCv2i+ 1 - v2i) dx 
4 U2iU2i+ll~21(U2i+l-~2i)-‘2~(~2i-l -wzi)l dX3 (7.20) ‘53 
~I,,J~w2iw2i+l(w2i+l~w2i)dx 
<f w2iw2i+ll~31(u2i+l -“2i)-A32(v2iL* -v2i>l dx’ (7.2 1) 
-cd 
Combining (7.19k(7.21), we deduce as in (7.18) that 
I v2iv2i+ lCv2i+ 1 - v2i> + w2i w2i+ lCW2i+ I - w2i> dx 
‘c2? 
xi u2i- 1 v2i(V2i- 1 - v2i> dx ‘@ 
+ Il~,,G2’l Q2 + (l~,lGI + IhGl> Q4 I&,&‘ll 
x I6 w2i-l Wzi(W2i- 1 - wzi) dx. 
d 
(7.22) 
Using (7.18), (7.22) and assumption (7.14), we obtain 
I V2i+lV2i+2(V2i+l -~ i+ > W2i+,W2i+2(W2i+,-W2i+2)dX La 
af V2ip 1 L’zi(Vzi- 1 - U2i) + W2i- 1 Wzi(Wzi- 1 - W2i) dX(7.23) ‘a 
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for some 8, 0 < 8 < 1. This implies that 
lim p 
I i-m g V2i+lV2i+2(U2i+l-V2i+2) + W2i+tW2i+2(W2i+1 -w,i+,)dX=O. 
BY dominated convergence theorem, and limi,a vzi+, = U* > 0, 
limi,a, wzit, = w* > 0, limidoo U2i+2 = U* > 0, lim,,, w2i + 2 = w* > 0, 
limi,co (uZit i - u2i+2) = u* - v* > 0, limi-,(wzit i - wZit2) = w* - w* > 0 
in a, we conclude that U* = v* and w* = w* in G. Then, using (7.15) and 
dominated convergence theorem again, we conclude that u* = U* in @. 
Finally, noting that our boundary conditions are positive and applying 
Theorem 4.1, we conclude that U* = u = u*, Y* = v = U* and w* = w = w* 
in G. Moreover they are all strictly positive in G. 
COROLLARY. For the boundary value problem (7.1~(7.3) with a. b, c, 
Al,, A22, L, A21, 4, .bed, suppose that I&2/, 14A IhA and I& are 
reduced to small enough magnitude, then there is at most one solution 
(u, v, w) to the problem with the properties described in Theorem 7.1. 
Proof: Choose M, K, and R so that (7.12) are satisfied. Thus Q is deter- 
mined by a, b, c, L,l, A,,, A,, and M, K, R (independent of Iz12, 1,3, A,,, 
h2). IflU, IA1313 1~2315 I~321 are small enough, the inequalities in (7.14) will 
be satisfied too. Applying Theorem 7.1, we conclude the proof. 
Remark 7.1. Other uniqueness results analogous to the corollary above 
can be obtained. For example, one can reduce the four parameters ldj21, 
/A,, 1, II,, 1, and l&i / (while holding the others fixed) so that (7.14) will be 
satisfied. 
The following lemma will be useful in analyzing the stability property of 
steady-state solutions for parabolic systems. 
LEMMA 7.1. In addition to all the assumptions in Lemma 2.3, we 
suppose that h,(x, z) > h,(x, z) for all (x, z) E B x (0, a). Then 
zl(x) > z2(x)for all x E S. 
Proof: In the proof of Lemma 2.3, we assert the existence of a solution Z 
for the problem dz + h,(x, z) = 0 in 9, z = g on 6g, and 0 < Z< z, . The 
existence of such I can be proved by starting to iterate monotonically from 
the upper solution z = zr . The property that the upper solution z1 satisfies 
the boundary condition exactly at &’ will imply that the next iterate is 
strictly less than the upper solution zi inside a (because of maximum 
principle), unless dz, + zi h,(x, z,) = 0 in S?. However dz, + z1 h2(x, z,) = 
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-z,h,(x, zr) + zr h,(x, zr) < 0 in Q. Consequently, we have Z < z, in g. But 
z2 z Z; this concludes the proof of this lemma. 
We consider the equations 
(7.24) 
for (x, t) E Q x (0, co), where u, , u2, and CT~ are positive constants, and a, b, 
c, and Ai,j satisfy the conditions described immediately after (7.1~(7.3). For 
T > 0, let GT = ST X (0, r). Hz+‘*‘* “)“(GT) denotes the Banach space of all 
real-valued functions f having all derivatives of the form D”D;f (a is a 
multi-index, r > 0 is an integer, D, = a/a,) with 2r + /aI < 2 continuous on 
CT and having finite norm lf1’,3:” (as described in 1121). Now, we define 
J(u, v, w) = a;‘(&, u + Aizv + Ai w), i = 1, 2, 3, and a’= a/u,, b”= b/u,, and 
c’= c/u,. We construct tiir vi, wi, i= 1, 2,... by means of (4.6t(4.11) with 
a, 6, c,J respectively replaced by 6, 6 C;J. (Note that gj are unchanged.) 
LEMMA 7.2. Let i be an arbitrary positive integer. Suppose that (u(x, t), 
v(v, t), w(x, t)) is a solution of (7.24) in H2Sf,‘2i’)‘2(@T), for each T > 0, 
satisfying 
u2i(x) < u(“y> O> < ‘2i- I(x), UZi(X) < 4x2 0) < v2i-, (x), 
W2i(x) < w(xT O) < w2j- L(x) 
(7.25) 
for x E Q-, 
u2i(x)= u(x, t)=“2i-)(x)= gl(x)3 Q;(X) = v(x, t) = V>j& I(X) = g*(x), 
W*j(x) = w(x, t) = W2i- )(x) = gj(x) (7.26) 
for (x, t) E 69’ x [0, co), where gj, i= 1, 2, 3, are as described in 
(7.1~(7.3). Then (u(x, t), v(x, t), w(x, t)) will satisfy 
u2i(x> < u(x3 t> < u2i- I(x>v ‘2iCx> G u(xT t> < v2i- ,(x)T 
w2i(x) G w(xI t) < w2j- )(x) 
(7.27) 
for alI (x, t) E 63 x 10, a). 
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ProoJ Observe uzi, uzi-, , uzi, uzi- i, wzi, and wzi- i satisfy the following 
inequalities for all (x, t) E B X [0, co): 
In view of the signs of the parameters A,, we can prove as in Lemma 2.4 in 
[8] or in Corollary 1 in [4] that (7.27) will be satisfied. The details will be 
omitted. 
Lemma 7.1 implies that the following inequalities are strict: 0 < u2(x) < 
u,(x) < ... < u,(x) < u3(x) < ui(x) for each x E 8. The same situation is 
true for ui and wi. For each x E Q”, let 1: = ((x, u, u, w) 1 uzi(x) < u < 
u2ic I(X), L’z;(X) ,< u < v~;- ,(x), wzi(x) < w < w2;- ,(x)) for each positive 
integer i. We have If+, c interior of 1; for each integer i > 1, and S” ccdcn 
((x,~,~,w)/~*(x)~~~u*(x), u*(x><u<u*(x), w*(x)<w<w*(x)}~ 
. . . cd; “. cz;cz;. Consequently, we have a sequence of properly 
shrinking invariant regions (by Lemma 7.2) closing in to the set S = 
t,JrGY S”. One might say that the set S is stable for the system (7.24). 
Remark 7.1. The existence of a nonnegative solution to (7.1)-(7.3) can 
be readily justified by observing that for each 0 < z, < ui , 0 < w < wi , u = u, 
is an upper solution for (7.1), for each 0 < u < u,, 0 < w ,< w,, u = v, is an 
upper solution for (7.2), and for each O<u<u,, O<v<v,, w=w, is an 
upper solution for (7.3). On the other hand, u = 0, ZJ = 0, and w = 0 are 
respectively lower solutions for (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3). Consequently (see, 
e.g., [ 1 I]), there exists a solution (u, v, w) for the boundary value problem 
(7.1)-(7.3) with u, v, w in H’+‘(G), O< u<<u,, O< v< vi, O< w< w,. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.1, we proved that u.+ = u = u*, 
v*=v=v* and w*=w=w* in G. This steady-state solution of 
Theorem 7.1 is therefore stable by Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2. 
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